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When listening pays off

When you share time with Golf Pros, you tend to listen a lot, and

sometimes you can pick things up. More often, they will counter your

knowledge to help you improve.

 

After dinner one evening, while in Florida, we were all sitting around

catching up about the day. The topic came about swing flaws and what

golfers do to cover them up. Over the years, I’ve learned to play a fade off

the tee. It wasn’t perfect, but it (sort of) kept me in play.

 

So just after midnight, Tim mentioned something about compensating

motions and what I do, being the target of opportunity. He asked me to

grip my driver normally; then he proceeded to tell me why I did that, where

I stood on the tee box and where I faced. I had mistakenly taught myself to

help me keep the ball in play by giving myself the maximum room on the

hole to allow for the slice. I had allowed a quick fix to become a permanent

part of my swing. And usually, the banana ball was in the right rough, but

not as far or deep. It did help, but it just wasn’t reliable.

 

So, the next morning we went off to play and used my newly adjusted grip.

I hit 70% of my fairways, and the ones I missed ran through by a couple of

yards or just missed. Something as simple as a grip change can pay huge

dividends. So, where did I get my ”help?” Admittedly, I got it from a

magazine. Hey, I was desperate. Here’s the secret: Tim knew that and

waited for me to try to figure it out.  Something worked once on the course;

then, I tried to incorporate it going forward. I made things worse. When I
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finally asked for help, it took him 30 seconds to explain what I was doing

wrong and why. I didn’t even pay him.

 

I’m not going to tell you what else he did, but he altered my stance and

posture to reflect what I could do and was doing. I don’t want to mess you

up with my permanent fix. You’re going to have to contact Tim for some

help and trust me; it will be worth it!

How many is too many?

PuttersPutters
You can’t have too many, right? 

I probably have ten or so but rotate between two PING Putters when one

misbehaves. EVNROLL makes some great models if you are looking for a

new one or a different look. We can fit any of their 18 options.

 

Their putters come equipped with their “Sweet Face” technology that

promotes a consistent roll and minimizes distance and energy loss on ill-

struck putts. Of course, I had to test them and using the same stroke; it was

very impressive. 

 

Using their Tour Stroke Training Aid Putter, which is also USGA

Conforming to be used in competitive play, I was placing putts all around

the hole with this thing left and right. It looks weird, I admit, with all the

onset, but this was excellent. It doesn’t have the grooves like their non-

training models, but it can be played normally. Since the putter already has

an inch of onset, you can make a shorter stroke, and with this design, it

forces you to keep the putter square.  This blade is built with an MOI of over

20,000, so this might be the answer to your putting practice, or just putting

in general.

Let us know if you wish to explore this putter.
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And then there's Scotty...

Scotty Cameron Special Select Newport 2 PuttersScotty Cameron Special Select Newport 2 Putters
 



And of course, when you mention putters, you must mention Scotty

Cameron. The new Special Select Newport 2 Series is the latest version of

Cameron ready to grace the bags of thousands of golfers. Of course, being

the only indoor Cameron Fitting Center in North Texas, we’re prepared

at any time to fit you using our SamPutt Lab to make sure your Cameron,

or any other putter, fits you perfectly.

Make putting enjoyable, 

Book a fitting >Book a fitting >  

  

We can help you

Make those decisionsMake those decisions
Which putter are you looking for?

Maybe it’s a Scotty or one from PING or Odyssey. 

Whichever you decide on, we can get it and fit it precisely to your

specifications, stroke, and style. There are dozens of options available.
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If you’re ready to get fit for a new flatstick, contact us or call 817.595.4653

for more information on how to get Golf Station Fit!

What's in a shaft?

 

 

 

 

A longer driver shaft that increases clubhead speed, but makes it more

difficult to consistently square the face at impact?

 

 

 

A shorter shaft that doesn’t add extra clubhead speed, but makes it easier

to square the face at impact?

 

Your decision could transform your tee shots for the better.
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YOUR BALL FLIGHT HOLDS THE ANSWER

By assessing your ball flight, shot dispersion and distance we can help you

make the right decision. The one that is going to give you the best distance

and dispersion gains.

 

 

Let’s find out togetherLet’s find out together
The right length shaft for you can make it easier to hit consistent tee shots.

Let’s find your ONE, so you can split more fairways.

Contact us >Contact us >
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Callaway Mavrik Drivers

 

Here’s a great video. It’s an explanation of how the new Callaway Mavrik

Drivers are able to deliver everything: ball speed, ball flight, forgiveness and

great sound. This is rocket science at its golfing best.

Watch now >Watch now >

Four reasons why

 

 

Playing 9 holes with us is much more than a fun experience for the

moment, it's an investment in a better experience forever.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q22cYBVizAQ&feature=emb_logo


 

 

 The #1 REASON to play 9 with us is our commitment to helping you

discover the greatest love affair you’ll ever experience.

 

 

 

 

If we can discover what’s important to you, then we’ll be able to help you

get more out of your game, the club, and the community.

 

Want to play 9 with us?Want to play 9 with us?
If you’d like us to reach out and see if we can schedule 9 holes with you

(and perhaps a couple of other members), then please let us know.



Connect with us >Connect with us >

Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Tim Brantley and is provided as

a service for the members and guests of The Golf Station and has been supported

and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 817.595.GOLF (4653).
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